
explain by weather alone."
It's not just the Little

Plover River that's been
affected by pumping.
According to Kraft and
Executive Dire"Ctor'-n"F--'---'.
the Wisconsin Wildlife
Federation George Meyer,
low groundwater levels are
occurring throughout cen-
tral Wisconsin and the rest
of the state. Long Lake in
Waushara County is one
prime example. Despite
above average rains in the
area, the lake has sunken
5 to 7 feet in the last few
years and is barely recog-
nizable, Kraft said.

group.
"It's like life sUPJX>rt; you

are keeping the patient
from dying, but they are
not productive," Kraft said
of the current setup, not
ing that even with a flow
of 4 cubic feet per second,
the water is too shallow
and cold for any fish to
reproduce.
Pumping

While low precipitation
has contributed to the
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Barbara Feltz talks Thursday about the low water stage of the Little Plover River as it is
measured at astation installed on the river in the 1960s.
trout population to repro- problem, the major rea
duce, the water needs to son for the Little Plover's
be pumped in at 4 cubic reduced flows, Kraft said,
feet per second, said Feltz, is a buildup of high-capac
who along with Kraft is ity wells used by munici
a mem er 0 lie w~rk alities;fanners and facto

ries that have put a stress
on the aquifer that feeds
the river. Water that used
to keep the Little Plover
at a healthy flow is being
consumed instead.

"We have the highest
concentration of high
capacity wells in the whole
state in Portage County,"
Kraft said. "We think (the
Little Plover River) is
missing between 3 and 5
cubic feet per second due
to pumping that you can't See PLOVER, Page 7A
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When Barbara Feltz was
a girl, she used to wade
chest deep in the waters
of the Little Plover River
near her home.

"My brother and I used
to go below where the 1-39
bridge is and catch suckers
by hand," Feltz, 53, said.

Today, the water barely
makes it past her ankle.

Last week, the town
of Plover resident led
University of Wisconsin
Stevens Point Water
Resources Professor
George Kraft through
a sea of small trees and
brush at her home off
Highway R to a gauge on
the Little Plover River. The
gauge revealed the water
level to be about 5 inch
es. That's about 7 inches
below what the Wisconsin
Department of Natural
Resources has determined
is a healthy minimum for
that particular location,
Kraft said.

The problem of low flow
on the Little Plover River
isn't new. Kraft said it has
been an issue since the
1990s, but things have
gotten worse in the last
four years, with a mile
long section of the river
near Highway R slowing
to a flow of almost noth
ing or drying up. To help
keep that from happening
again this yea!", the tittle
Plover Work Group, made
up of Whiting and Plover
officials, farmers, and
representatives from the
DNR and Wisconsin River
Alliance, enlisted the own
ers of Soik and Worzella
farms to pump water from
their irrigation systems
and put it into the head
waters of the river. The
pumping has been going
on for about three weeks.

According to a DNR
study, in order for the
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Low ~ow problems plague
Liftle Plover River
High-capacity
wells partly
to blame,
scientist says

could help alleviate some of
the problems.

''The concern is: One, is
there a sustainable level of
pumping within any area?
And, two, how do you go
about ensuring everybody
has access to the water?"
he said. "We are blessed to
have this much water here,
but it's not infinite. Ifat the
end ofthe day no one wants
to reduce their usage, that's
going to be a big problem."

Resources Committee,
which will be holding the
hearing with the Senate
Environment Committee,
Molepske has been follow
ing the issue and is eager
to see what can be done to
better tackle the situation.
He said the hearing should
give lawmakers a chance
to learn more about where
the situation is now, and use
that information to poten
tially draft legislation that

Plover: Wells part ofproblem
From Page 1A

Solutions
The situation is some

thing state conservation
officials and lawmakers are
watching. On Wednesday,
Rep. Louis Molepske Jr., D
Stevens Point, will be one
of several members of the
Legislature to attend a hear
ing on groundwater issues
at the Capitol. A member
of the Assembly Natural


